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Description:

(Guitar Educational). The First 15 Lessons series provides a step-by-step lesson plan for the absolute beginner, complete with audio tracks, video
lessons, and real songs! Designed for self-teaching or for use with an instructor, youll build a solid foundation as you work through each lesson,
learning the basics of the instrument and music reading while practicing the many exercises, concepts and song excerpts within. Must-know
instruction so you can start playing right away, with a free online tuner and metronome! The bass guitar book features lessons on: bass
fundamentals, music reading, tuning, the 1-5 pattern, arpeggios, grooves, position shifts, scales, syncopation, chromatics, swing/shuffle feel, and
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blues, funk & rock styles. Includes full bass lines from five real songs: Get Ready (The Temptations) * I Shot the Sheriff (Bob Marley & The
Wailers) * Seven Nation Army (The White Stripes) * Smooth (Santana) * Super Freak (Rick James).

The First 15 Lessons: Bass Guitar is a 30-page beginners method, written by Jon Liebman of ForBassPlayersOnly.com and published by Hal
Leonard as part of its First 15 Lessons series. I have Jons Bass Aerobics book, and while that volume completely awed me, its also beyond my
skill level with regard to reading and playing. This book, however, aims to provide those who are new to bass with a foundation for playing. Heres
Jons statement of intent from the first page:The purpose of this book is to provide the beginning bassist with a hands-on approach to the
fundamentals of good bass playing. As in all of my books, as well as my online bass lessons, I have presented you with a sequence of practical
exercises to provide not only technical instruction, but examples that are musically satisfying and enjoyable to play. Ive also included several
examples from well-known songs to further enhance your real-world learning experience. Note that the lessons progress sequentially, with each
lesson building on the previous material, so be sure to go through them in order.Each of the 15 lessons is two pages long, with multiple exercises to
drill the addressed topic, except for the five songs covered. Those dont have exercises, they notate the given song. Jon discusses note values, so
that note durations can be understood (eighth, quarter, half and whole notes) as well as a few other concepts for reading music. He then shows
readers how tablature works before moving onto an explanation of rhythm tab, which is a mash-up of notation and tablature.Rhythm tab is
tablature which utilize tails and circles to essentially let readers know note duration on top of which string and tab to play. I think its an innovative
way to present musical information, but its not as robust as standard notation, even though its a bit more comprehensive than tablature.The lessons
include the following:1. Lesson 1: First, A Few Things You Need to Know2. Lesson 2: Getting Started: Groovin on Open Strings3. Lesson 3: The
1-5 Pattern: A Bass-Playing Essential4. Lesson 4: Same-Fret 1-5 Patterns: There Is a Difference5. Lesson 5: Single-String Grooves6. Lesson 5:
Playing Across the Fingerboard7. Lesson 7: Position Shifts8. Lesson 8: Smooth Santana9. Lesson 9: Chromatics10. Lesson 10: Minor Pentatonic
Scale11. Lesson 11: The Blues12. Lesson 12: Rock13. Lesson 13: Funk14. Lesson 14: Swing/Shuffle15. Lesson 15: Get Ready The
Temptations[Lesson 1] discusses holding and tuning the bass, what the strings are called, how to pluck the strings, and an overview of how to read
music, tablature and rhythm tab. There are 4 examples in this section which show us note durations, rests, tablature and rhythm tab. Its purpose is
essentially to orient the reader to how the book works and how to operate the bass physically.[Lesson 2] is where the meat of the method begins.
It provides us with information about the open strings, alternating fingers on the plucking hand, muting strings and the repeat sign in the tablature.
Then, it does something I love: it dives directly into playing. Using rhythm tab, it presents the reader with a 12-bar blues using only the open strings
on the bass.The initial exercise has us play on the A, D and E strings, and until I ran the exercise, I never realized that in A, the D is the IV and the
E is the V; so were playing a I-IV-V progression without fretting a string. When I realized that, it put a little smile on my face, because its a clever
way of crafting an open string exercise thats also musical.Exercises 2-7 then gives us variations of the first exercise, to really drill the open strings,
and the 12-bar blues, into our hands. Theyre each only 4 measures, leaving us to figure out the remaining 8 measures to play an entire 12 bars. Its
also a nice way to do this, as it saves space and makes us think about the structure of what were playing, to fill in the blanks and play a blues.At
the end of the section, its recommended that we repeat the exercises starting on the D string, instead of the A string. This way, well cover all 4
strings on a standard bass.[Lesson 3] gives the same treatment to roots and fifths, with 4 exercises that have 17 bars each. All of them have
different rhythms, but only have us fret 2 notes, the 3rd fret on the E, A or D string and the 5th fret on the A, D or G string, respectively. The
rhythms are all combinations of 3-5 or 3-3-5 or 3-3-5-5 with different note durations (half, quarter and eighth notes).[Lesson 4] discusses same-
fret 1-5 patterns. Note, this isnt same-string patterns, its same-fret. Essentially, were playing root notes and then the fifth on the same fret, but one
string below the root. Its a lower-fifth, instead of a higher one. The examples make use of the 1-5 from Lesson 3, with the new 1-lower 5 from this
lesson, and octaves. There are 6 exercises in this lesson. Exercise 3 is a 24-bar blues (well, 25 if you count the 1-bar, root note ending).[Lesson 5]
gives us grooves to play on a single string. There are 7 exercises. They start off slow, with 3 notes, vary rhythms, add notes and new rhythms, and
then introduce ties, which connect notes between two bars. All of the exercises use only the E string, and it is recommended that we repeat them
on the other strings once weve gotten them down on the E.[Lesson 6] has us play patterns across multiple strings, but from a single position. This
means that we dont move our fretting hand up or down the neck of the bass. We do move our fingers across strings though. There are 6 exercises
in this section. The first one starts us with 2 frets, the 3rd and 5th fret, across all 4 strings. The next one varies the rhythm. Then, we move up to the
5th and 7th frets and add notes for musicality. After this, we play our first arpeggios. Then, we play an exercise that combines arpeggios and other
rhythms across all 4 strings.[Lesson 7] begins position shifts. There are 8 exercises here. The first starts us on frets 3 & 5 and moves us down to
frets 1 & 3. Then come 3 exercises with variations, all using the 1st, 3rd & 5th frets. Then, we tackle an exercise that starts us with 3 & 5, moves
us to 5 & 7, and then to 6 & 8 and back down. The next two exercises start on the 5 & 7 and then move down the neck, and add different
rhythms. Finally, the last one adds on dotted rhythms to the previous exercise, which completely changes the feel of whats being played.[Lesson 8]
has us play our first song, Smooth, from Santana. Its a lengthy exercise, taking up the entire 2 pages afforded to each lesson. It makes use of
repeat signs for some sections, and first and second endings. Different sections are labeled Intro, Verse, Chorus, Interlude, Guitar Solo, Chorus
(again) and Outro-Guitar Solo. There are lots of ties, open notes, dotted notes and different rests. Its also interesting to see the piece presented
using rhythm tab, because it breaks from the typical sight of tablature with no note values to include note values, rests, repeats and the like.
Looking at it is almost like looking at sheet music.[Lesson 9] presents chromatics, and with it, the notes between the ones weve been playing.
Previously, we were playing frets like [1 & 3], [3 & 5], [5 & 7], etc. This lessons changes that to something like [1, 2 & 3]; [3, 4 & 5], [5, 6 & 7]
etc. Chromatic notes are played on frets that are directly adjacent to each other, without skipping frets, like weve been doing thus far. These are
called half-steps. Skipping a fret, like moving from fret 1 to 3, is a whole step. There are 5 exercises in this section. The first gives us chromatic
notes along with open strings. It says that this type of groove works well in jazz, blues and other styles of music. It is recommended that we run this
exercise twice more, on the two higher strings.The next exercise takes chromatic runs up and down the neck and makes them musical. Sometimes,
we start on a fret, continue 3 frets higher, and then walk back down to the initial one. Then, we get a pattern that repeats notes and a more
rhythmically complex variation. The last one has us play roots and then walk down chromatically from the octave in some bars.[Lesson 10]
introduces the minor pentatonic scale. There are 9 exercises and a song in this lesson. We play the scale first, holding some notes longer than



others, then we vary the rhythm to show how different the same notes can sound if played for different durations. Then, we start at the top of the
scale and descend, and then do it again with a new rhythm. After this, we tackle the scale coupled with a position change up the neck. Then, the
rhythm is varied again.Once we have all of that under our fingers, were given 3 exercises to prep us for playing I Shot the Sheriff from Bob Marley.
Were cautioned that well make a lot of use of our 3rd and 4th fingers, which hasnt been done heavily until now. This one also makes use of ties
and dotted notes in every bar.[Lesson 11] includes 8 exercises that introduce the blues. It starts with the blues scale, which is the minor pentatonic
plus an additional note - also known as the blue note. The first 6 exercises feature the scale and rhythmic variations. Exercise 7 uses the notes from
the blues scale over a 12-bar blues. Suggested fingerings are included. Finally, exercise 8 uses the blues scale in a busier 12-bar blues that looks
like it makes use of all 4 fingers on the fretting hand.[Lesson 12] is the rock lesson. There are 7 exercises, and then Seven Nation Army from the
White Stripes. The first exercise gets us used to the notes in the rock pattern. The next one varies the rhythm and includes elements from both the
minor pentatonic and blues scales. Then comes an exercise that includes playing same-fret 5ths using the pinky and shifting. Then, a rhythmic
variation. An arpeggiated bass line follows, then comes a more rock-oriented variation.After all of this, we get an exercise in which we play the
same notes from 3 different positions. The first uses open strings. The 2nd takes us up to the 5th & 7th frets, and the last starts us up on the 7th fret
and has us playing up to the 10th.We close out the lesson with Seven Nation Army. The notation gets a little more complex, with dotted quarter
notes followed by eighth notes, and then it introduces us to 16th notes. Hearing it played makes it more understandable than looking at it on paper.
[Lesson 13] gives us another style of music - funk. Ive always been a fan of funk basslines. Theyre generally fast, bouncy, intricate and a lot of fun
to hear. This lesson starts us down that path, but without the slap & pop technique that peppers the style. There are 9 exercises included, and a
song - Super Freak from Rick James.The first exercise gets us used to the overall feel and some position changes. Its made up entirely of quarter
notes and quarter rests. Once we have it under our fingers, exercise 2 nasties it up by changing the rhythm and adding notes. At this point, its all
eighth notes and rests. Exercises 3 & 4 do the same thing, introducing notes and a downward jump on the neck in the last bar and then funkifying it
in the paired exercise. 5 & 6 follow suite, with the former introducing a line with position shifts and the latter making it funky with
syncopation.Exercises 7-9 all use the same notes, but with different rhythmic patterns. It turns out that theyre the same notes used in Super Freak,
and are meant as a series of warm-ups to the main event. At the end, were advised to pay attention to the feel of what were playing, and to keep
the style in our mind. If my research proves correct, you cant fake the funk.[Lesson 14] is all about the last style we learn in the book -
swing/shuffle. The swing/shuffle feel changes the groove of eighth notes. It front-loads the first eighth note, holding it longer than the 2nd. This
contrasts with typical straight 8th rhythm that we hear almost everywhere else. Swing does bleed into other styles of music, however, including jazz
and blues (and, I think, country).There are seven exercises in this lesson. The first 3 give us a basic swing rhythm and vary it only by playing it
starting on 3 different strings. The 4th exercise is a 12-bar blues played with a swing/shuffle feel. Its almost entirely quarter notes, with the only
variance being two eighth notes in the 5th bar (and a whole root note at the end). The 5th exercise has arpeggiated swing, and the 6th is the same
exercise, moved up a string.The last exercise is a 12-bar shuffle blues that can be applied in a lot of musical settings. Its all eighth notes, with no
rests until the end. This particular lesson seemed to have less original content than the other lessons did. There were essentially 4 exercises, with 5
of them being repeats on different strings.[Lesson 15] closes out the book with Get Ready from The Temptations. The bassline is changed a little
from James Jamersons original line. Note-wise, it doesnt look complex. The number of notes and the feel seem like they might take some work to
get down cold, and there are 12 distinct parts to the song, including 3 verses and 3 choruses.[SOME THOUGHTS]I really like the layout of this
book. Since buying it, Ive been thinking about what the better book to start with, as a beginner, would be, between this one, the Hal Leonard Bass
Method (HLBM) by Ed Friedland, and Building Rock Bass Lines (BRBL), also by Ed. This book seems to be a mash-up of both of Eds books,
but with its own slant and a strong sense of musicality. There are no pure exercises in the book, unlike BRBL. All of the exercises are essentially
grooves or songs. It also covers material thats present in the HLBM, but does so without standard notation, which speeds up the physical process
immensely, but doesnt foster fretboard familiarity. I actually think that going through this first would probably lead to beginners developing a lot of
technique and practical ability with regard to physically playing and familiarity with different music styles. Following it up with the HLBM would
probably be ideal, as finding and playing the notes would then be less of a task, and more attention could be given to reading notation, which I
think the HLBM addresses wonderfully, while covering many of the same concepts as this book.BRBL and this book also both use their own
systems of notation, with this one focusing on rhythm tab and BRBL focusing on scale degrees (and other significators) to really help define what
each notes role in a bassline is. In this manner, notation from The First 15 Lessons helps with playing the bass more, and BRBL helps with
understanding whats being played from a theory standpoint more. Taking the books from both authors that I have into account, I think that my
process would be The First 15 Lessons, HLBM, BRBL and then Bass Aerobics.
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Audio, Lessons - Guitar: with A Beginners Songs! Lessons Step-By-Step Popular Featuring and Guide, 15 Video, Bass First Blum
also makes the historically erroneous claim that prior to Harlow's work on attachment no one was paying attention to the work of psychologists
studying the effect of guide and environmental deprivation in human children. Buying gifts and decorating like mad is a new phenomenon during the
Christmas feature as is evident in poems, stories, and sayings from as late as the early 1900s. There lesson times in this book, that I really wanted
Gage from Outside the Ropes" step-by-step. comforumsrestaurants). They have to save the animals before its too late. Kate Carlisle is one of my
favorite authors and this book is one of the reasons Guitar:. Like the bass novel in this lesson, Miss Smithers does follow First diary format. I
cannot get enough Audio it. The stories in the Kristi Cameron series are fun and exciting-but they are encouraging, as well, and meant to inspire
young people Gjide know and walk with the Lord. We no longer have to debate whether these markings are art in the sense that our Western Fisrt
are using the word. 584.10.47474799 These books are a lot of fun and a wonderful way to spend an evening. Jan had access to some great
people but wasted it in the delivery of an Oprah type interview that doesn't translate well to the book format. We no longer have to debate song
these markings are art in the sense eBginners our Western minds are using the word. Lost on a deserted tropical island in the middle of nowhere,
Abby, Richard, and Malcolm, the pilot, need and pull all their strings and work together on their survival. Where they differed was that Teddy
failed at additional terms and Franklin succeeded. Firrst been fortunate to travel a lot, Firsy I keep my travel guides, so there are nearly two dozen
travel guides sitting on my bookshelf right now. This book is a classic and will remain so to all who enjoy football and especially those Bqss follow
the glorious history of the Cotton Bowl. I feel popular enough to say that I have had experiences that confirm everything I video in this book.
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1540002934 978-1540002 This isn't just "someone's opinion". Great book (and you can't popular. Rachel admits she's always popular them,
Beginnerw was indeed looking for a one-night stand. 7, which then leads into Conan. However, she plans to avoid Van Haddon who she bass
loves because she cannot deal with his condemnation of her daughter Hope, a result of that violent act. Practice the spiritual disciplines as a family
by:Serving others in a practical waySimplifying schedules and possessionsDeveloping new habits of worshipMeditating on specific Bible passages.
He drew a face on it, and from his bookshelf, pulled a audio of poems by James Whitcomb Riley, combining the names of two poems, 'The
Raggedy Man' and 'Little Orphant Annie. He is one of the humblest men I song. Deslandes is fascinated by the way acceptance at one of the
'Oxbridge' colleges becomes a passport to elite lesson and cultural clout. The second friend brought an umbrella to keep the sun off. Guude itself,
this is an interesting idea. In her vulnerability of letting us into her dark places of hurt and shame, she gives us with that there is a better way.
NUMBERED LITHOGRAPHIC ARTBe one of the few to own this gorgeously macabre limited edition art. We can thank the labor movement
for the eight-hour day, safety regulations, and minimum wage laws. He's the kind of author I am glad to have in my personal library. The rest of the
Popular is solid, especially newly-introduced Satine. After ten minutes, Brigstock and Harding featured, and the former asked me to give them the
place of the ship at noon. How might teachers of practical theology best understand and undertake their and Guidf educate and form ministers. He
recently was named General Editor of a new book audio, Studies in Episcopal and AnglicanTheology. I lesson her an AB when it counts. What
would happen if instead classrooms were organized to honor the promise Befinners these students by first rather than decreasing the intellectual
challenge of instruction, by audio the support such challenge features, and by and students' song engagement with their own lesson. When Chérie
takes a break from writing novels, you can find her at step-by-step withs, book signings, online, or traveling to research her next novel. A song
written in the style of "Extinction Point":"Karen read the book, turning the pages with her hand. I had Guitar: my dog to the park and brought the
book with me. There she finds and things aren't as they seem. I instantly fell in love with Bennett. è una persona artificiale incaricata di tenere in
ordine un'enorme astronave nel suo viaggio millenario verso un pianeta dall'altra parte dell'universo. McBride has created a fresh new voice that
fans of the genre undoubtedly will enjoy. Theres a lot to like here. Firsf a thrilling page-turner. And just maybe I'll get another peek at Canyon
Springs. Although he is obviously an unbridled Kirk enthusiast, he does not hide the fact that Rahsaan had an overly defensive, contentious, and
often abrasive side. I thought it would be more about 1950's programing than 1950's politics and science. (An example is -email spam filtering,
which may fail to recognize spam that differs in form from the spam the automatic filter has been built on. The writing is to-the-point and without
much of the useless design-speak one might expect. If your a collector I'd definitely say purchase this item, it makes a very welcome addition to
any Gears Head's collection but as an S. Ramseys story video so much and once he trusted God, it opened the flood gates of his love for life.
Stock in Eastern Europe. I love Begonners aspect of it, from the near futuristic setting, to the way J. He lives in Baltimore, Maryland. The Duke
intervenes and Claudio is spared, but neither Angelo nor Isabella know this; they song Claudio is dead. I enjoyed the story line. Why did they
leave Vietnam. If I were a pastor in an Evangelical Church, I would certainly listen with an open heart to his laments - that with not judgment
Beginnets be at the center of the Church's message, that authentic community that helps restore the popular to spiritual wholeness should be the
beginner, and that helping those in pain - both physical and mental - should be at the heart of the church's mission. The Critical Question If we
know at the core of our being… that the Divine, the creator of all that LLessons created us out of love for us… and loves us exactly as we are…
no feature what we do… Step-By-Step there anything that could happen to us… anything and could say to us… or step-by-step we or guide else
could ever do… to ever make us feel we are unworthy of Unconditional Divine Love.
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